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Abstract—Several tools have been developed to support novices learning to program. Most of them focus on the code and provide features regarding the visualization of the data structures or the debugging. However, in introductory programming courses, students are typically given exercises in the form of a problem written in natural language; and the first challenge they face is understanding the problem, identifying the relevant information, and then translating that information into code. To our knowledge, little attention has been paid to proposing tools targeted at supporting this problem-solving step, even though it is crucial for deriving a correct solution. In this paper, we present an IDE to encourage novices to understand the problem before start coding, decompose it down into subproblems, explore alternative implementations for each subproblem, and arrange these implementations to build a general solution. Finally, the adopted problem-solving approach is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Getting started with programming is difficult. It requires motivation, practice, and, most importantly, abstract thinking and deep understanding instead of surface memorization [1]. Contrary to the common perception, learning to program does not only concerns the syntax and semantics of the programming languages but, more fundamentally, the iterative process of refining mental representations of computational problems and solutions, as well as mapping those representations to code [2]. Programming entails skills that go far beyond becoming familiar with the language [3], [4].

In introductory programming courses, undergraduate students are typically given exercises in the form of a problem written in natural language; and they must implement a solution expressed as a computer program. In this context, the first challenge novices face is understanding the problem, identifying the relevant information, and then translating it into code. However, they often struggle in understanding the assignment and decomposing the problem [5], [6]. Furthermore, the introductory courses generally do not address the cognitive aspects of programming, including problem-solving strategies and programming practices [2], and neither the development environments explicitly support such cognitive aspects. Thus, when solving programming problems, novices usually lack metacognitive awareness—the ability to think about and reflect on their problem-solving process—and fail to make progress to a working solution [7]. What is worse, some novices come to consider that devoting time to planning is suggestive of lower programming intelligence [8] even though planning is extensively recognized as a good practice [9].

During the last few years, the number of languages, tools, and development environments for computing education has flourished [10]. Nevertheless, traditional IDEs treat code as the primary artifact [11], and the IDEs for novice beginners mainly concern: visualization tools that make the data structures and the code execution visible, e.g., [12], [13]; graphical programming tools that enable to drag and drop the code to produce syntax error-free programs, e.g., [14]; or automated assessment systems that can automatically grade students’ code and provide immediate feedback, e.g., [15], [16]. However, less attention has been paid to supporting problem-solving strategies, even though they are crucial for deriving a correct solution.

In this paper, we present TextCode, an IDE specifically designed to support problem solving among novice programmers in an introductory university course. In our proposed IDE, the graphical interface arrangement and the interaction design is aimed at encouraging the developers to follow a set of steps to reach the final solution. Namely, these steps refer to reading and understanding the programming problem statement before start coding, decomposing it down into subproblems, exploring alternative implementations for each subproblem, and arranging these implementations to build a general solution.

II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Medeiros et al. [17] conducted a systematic literature review on teaching and learning introductory programming in higher education. Upon analyzing a significant number of research works, they identified the crucial skills for a novice learning to program, the main challenges faced by novices, and the challenges faced by the teachers. Most of the literature reviewed remarked that problem solving was a crucial skill for novices learning to program and, at the same time, the main challenge they face. Indeed, various authors and the Computer Science Curricula [18] agree that programming courses’ primary goal should be fostering problem-solving abilities and algorithmic
thinking rather than teaching the syntactic specificities of a given programming language.

Although problem solving refers to understanding the context of a problem, identifying critical information, and creating a plan to solve it [19], the reasons behind students’ weaknesses in problem solving are not reported in detail in the literature. It is uncertain whether those limitations regard the lack of understanding of the programming problem statement, or the lack of knowledge of a strategy to solve them, or the absence of a step-by-step plan to implement the strategy [17]. Against this backdrop, and taking into account that the main challenge faced by educators is the necessity for proper approaches and tools for teaching programming at the introductory level, the review shows the need to design tools specifically targeted at the problem formulation stage.

Koulouri et al. [20] conducted a quantitative evaluation over four years to assess the impacts of three factors —choice of programming language, problem-solving training, and the use of formative assessment— on learning to program in CS1 courses. The outcomes indicated that problem-solving training positively affects the students’ programming ability. According to the authors, novice programmers usually start writing the code without examining and analyzing the problem. However, it is essential to realize that a programming exercise at its core is a problem that can be solved by first decomposing it into steps and then expressing them as code. In the same vein, Lishinski et al. [21] used various kinds of course assignments (projects and tests) to evaluate programming outcomes and determined that problem-solving ability significantly correlates with performance on programming assignments.

In the optics of tools that aim at increasing the novice’s understanding of the code, Adeli et al. [11] conducted an empirical study to determine how the right information at the right time and right place enables novices to overcome the difficulties associated to understanding the code. By combining relevant information and code fragments on a canvas-based IDE, the cognitive load of the participants was decreased, allowing them to efficiently seek critical information and develop consistent mental models of the codebase. Similarly, Lichtschlag et al. [22] present a prototype to increase programmers’ software comprehension by integrating hand-drawn sketches into a development environment and linking these sketches to source code. For their part, Biegel et al. [23] created a prototype tool for visualizing and exploring the developers’ mental model through a two-dimensional canvas in which visual representations of source code entities could be freely arranged.

In this context, while the currently available tools—whether they are visualization, graphical programming, automated assessment, or even tutoring tools—are directly focused on the solution expression, TextCode aims at supporting problem solving starting from the text of the programming assignment. Specifically, the IDE is intended to encourage the developers to follow a set of steps to reach the final solution, and to that extent, to raise awareness among the novices about the problem-solving process they bear in mind when solving a programming problem.

III. Usage scenario

We implemented the IDE as a web application using the React framework. Programmers can easily access and use it potentially from anywhere and without any platform restriction or prerequired software components. To show how the TextCode IDE looks and works, Figure 1 illustrates a usage scenario:

(a) The student starts with a programming problem statement written in natural language.

(b) After reading the text, the student clicks the “Code it” button, and both the “Canvas” panel and the “Sortable list” panel (B and C) appear. Before clicking the button, only the “Programming problem statement” panel (A) is visible.

(c) The student selects a text fragment in the problem statement that they retain relevant information that impacts the coding and drags and drops it into the Canvas (B). Once dropped, the selected text fragment highlights with a given color and an empty code snippet (bordered in the same color) is created on the Canvas. Each text fragment is assigned a different color.

(d) The student writes into the corresponding snippet the code to solve the subproblem that the associated text fragment pose. They are free to create as many code snippets as they want for the same text fragment. To do it, the user has to select and drag the text fragment again into the canvas (B). At the moment, Python is the programming language that TextCode supports.

(e) When a code snippet is ready, the student drags it to the Sortable list panel (C). In that area, the snippets are also vertically draggable so that the user can sort them in an ordered list. After the first snippet is dropped into the Sortable list panel (C), “Code preview and execution output” panel (D) immediately becomes visible. As the user changes the code within the snippets in the sortable list or rearranges them, the Code preview and execution output updates accordingly, to display the consolidated code. However, in this panel, the code is read-only. Additionally, since there might be various code snippets to solve the same subproblem (linked to the same text fragment), the user can experiment with these alternative implementations by exchanging them on the sortable list.

(f) When the student has finished composing the code, they can run it, and the results display in the lower part of the Code preview and execution output panel (D). Finally, the programmer clicks the “Verify snippets” button (E) to check whether the text fragments upon which they built their solution match those indicated by the instructor who prepared the programming problem statement. To that end, a modal window appears, displaying the code fragments that on the instructor’s criteria should have been selected along with an explanatory remark in the form of comment for each one of them.
IV. DESIGN AND FEATURES OF TextCode

We now revisit the features of Figure 1 with a focus on design motivations and implementation details. We refined TextCode interface design over several rounds of discussions with four experts (a full professor and three postdocs with experience preparing and delivering introductory programming courses in different universities and various languages) that during the last year were involved in developing and assessing an introductory undergraduate programming course with approximately 200 students.

The resulting graphical interface is structured around four panels, one for each of the problem-solving steps outlined by the experts during our discussions: i) understanding the programming problem statement before start coding, ii) decomposing it down into subproblems, iii) exploring alternative implementations for each subproblem, and iv) arranging these implementations to build a general working solution.

A. Programming problem statement

The first panel to the left (A) corresponds to the text editor. In this area, the programming problem statements are written in natural language by the instructors, who prepare them, and are displayed to the developers, who will work on their solution. As can be observed in Figure 1, the text editor provides various formatting options. In this manner, the examples of the inputs, the expected outputs, the name of the variables that the program should manipulate, and eventual subtitles, listings, or keywords, remain as identifiable and easy to understand as possible to the novices. These formatting options become important because if students misinterpret the problem statement, they will probably not create a valid conceptual model of the assignment and will fail to develop a working solution [7]. Naturally, the formatting options are just available for those who prepare the programming problem. Instead, for the students, the text is not editable.

From the instructors’ perspective, they prepare a set of programming problem statements using the text editor. They also highlight and save the text fragments in the problem description that, in their opinion, might correspond to relevant information. They might also add an explanatory remark in the form of comment for each text fragment highlighted. Later, the developer sees that comment when they finishes implementing their solution and wants to obtain feedback on their decomposition into subproblems (described in detail below). From the novices’ point of view, the first and only thing they see is the text editor with a programming problem statement. After reading the text, they highlight text fragments that, on their criteria, are relevant and drag and drops them into the second panel.

B. Canvas

The second panel is a canvas (B) where the code snippets are created and can be moved freely by dragging and dropping them. Specifically, each time the user drops a selected text fragment from the text editor into the canvas, a new empty code snippet is created. Additionally, after adding the code snippet, a highlighting color is assigned to the text fragment...
and the snippet’s border to visually represent the link between them. One text fragment may have associated several code snippets, and novices can create as many code snippets as needed. This cardinality one-to-many enables the programmer to propose various implementations of the same subproblem. For instance, a text fragment that requires the implementation of a cycle can be solved by at least two code snippets: one of them using for and the other using while. Similarly, as illustrated in Figure 1, the text fragment “append the smallest unprocessed element from either list” (highlighted in purple) is structured around three code snippets, one for each condition that must be verified in the context of the sample exercise. Nevertheless, our approach does not rely on direct translation of the problem statement into implementation constructs or prose elements converted to formal representations. Instead, TextCode relies on mapping, aiding developers in considering whether their programming decisions are consistently linked to some information in the text. Finally, once the developer has written the code in a snippet, they drag the snippet and drops it into the next panel: the code snippets’ sortable list. Furthermore, the user can delete the snippets by dragging and dropping them to the lower part of the canvas. When all the snippets linked with a highlighted text fragment are deleted, such highlighting deletes as well.

C. Sortable list

In the third panel (C), the snippets are arranged into a sortable list. By dragging and dropping them upwards or downwards, the novice can set the snippets’ order and compose the final solution to the programming problem statement. In this sortable list panel, the snippets are still editable. Additionally, the user can remove the snippet from the list by dragging and dropping it into the canvas panel. In this way, for instance, if there were two code snippets with alternative implementations of the same text fragment, users could easily experiment by exchanging them from the canvas to the list and vice-versa. This feature, in our opinion, has a pedagogical value since it allows novices to experiment with various ways to solve the same sub-problem and get proficient in the use of several code constructs.

D. Code preview and execution output

The last panel (D) encompasses two components: the code previewer in the upper half and the execution output in the lower half. The previewer displays the concatenated code from all the snippets’ sortable list into a single container. It is not editable. Instead, it updates every time a snippet in the sortable list is modified. The previewer’s purpose is to provide the novice a consolidated view of the code composed through the snippets in the sortable list. The lower part of the panel displays the outputs resulting from the previewer’s code execution. The output shown in Figure 1 results from executing all the code snippets. However, after running them, the two first snippets and the last one were dragged and dropped into the canvas for demonstrative purposes. Lastly, in the upper part of the interface (E), there is the “Verify snippets” button. It enables the novice to see, over the programming problem statement, the text fragments that the instructor considered relevant and a comment written by them (in natural language), explaining their choice and pointing out aspects to be considered for the implementation.

V. Design considerations and conclusions

In this paper, we presented TextCode, an IDE to support problem-solving skills among university students learning to program. The tool strives to encourage developers to read and understand the problem before starting coding, decomposing it down into subproblems, exploring alternative implementations for each subproblem, and arranging these implementations to build a general solution. We believe that providing a tool whose design emphasizes the problem-solving steps, starting from understanding the programming problem statement, can raise metacognitive awareness among novices and help them build a working solution. Furthermore, we consider that our tool counteracts the novices’ misconceptions about the problem-solving steps as time-spending, non-useful activities from a practical point of view.

Moreover, stemming from the discussions with the four experts, the design decisions of the tool were oriented toward supporting the cognitive aspects of programming. In particular, our chosen approach concerns subgoal learning, a strategy widely used in STEM areas to help students break down problem-solving procedures into subgoals (functional parts of the overall procedure) and distinguish the primary elements of the problem-solving process [24]. We consider that encouraging novices, directly from the IDE, to decompose the problem, solve the subproblems individually, and then arrange them in the general solution can improve their confidence in two ways: first, by noticing that programming is a step-by-step, incremental process in which, on every completed step, no matter how simple it appears, they are making progress; and secondly, by realizing that they can deal with a problem that at first glance seems overwhelming if, instead of immediately thinking into coding, they first understand what the problem is demanding and can associate each their programming decisions to the problems’ requirements and specificities.

The upcoming version of the tool will include semantics into the colors used to highlight the text fragments. In this manner, depending on the color, the developer can also recognize whether the text fragment implies a variable’s declaration, the creation of a function, or a constructor’s definition. This feature might become particularly relevant in an Object-Oriented Programming context, where developers are also required to identify the entities present in the problem description, along with their attributes and methods. Similarly, while Python is the programming language that the IDE currently supports, it might be extended to support other languages. Finally, future work will regard conducting a full-scale evaluation in the context of an undergraduate introductory programming course to evaluate the IDE’s usability and assess to what extent it effectively supports the novices’ problem-solving process.
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